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ChronoSync 4.7.4 Improves Sync Efficiency and Performance
Published on 03/08/17
Florida based Econ Technologies today releases ChronoSync 4.7.4 for macOS. ChronoSync is
the multipurpose app for local and cloud backup, bootable clones, and folder
synchronizing. ChronoSync can synchronize or backup to most anything you can connect to
your Mac, including folders on your Mac, other Macs, PC's, and external drives. Version
4.7.4 offers performance and efficiency improvements, including fixes for a handful of
bugs.
Casselberry, Florida - Econ Technologies improves ChronoSync with the release of version
4.7.4, featuring more efficient memory usage, better performance, and detailed attention
to subtle sync operations. ChronoSync, the premier sync, backup and bootable backup tool
for macOS has undergone detailed analysis and testing to identify and quash minor memory
leaks and eliminate unneeded memory consumption. Furthermore, Amazon S3 and Google
Cloud
sync and backup performance now benefits from reorganizing normally sequential operations
into parallel algorithms to better leverage cloud processing for object copy and destroy
operations.
Other under-the-hood changes include improvements to preservation of resource forks when
syncing to the cloud, better document save performance, better relocated volume
identification and new fall-back logic to avoid common error conditions. These
improvements along with several bug fixes improve upon the trusted and efficient
ChronoSync. This update, as with all ChronoSync updates, is free to existing owners of
ChronoSync!
Did you know ChronoSync can help protect you from ransomware? The answer to this question
and many more is available when you explore the many ChronoSync resources regularly
published by Econ Technologies. In the latest "Protecting Your Mac From Ransomware" Guide,
Econ Technologies explains how to use ChronoSync to create a backup strategy that helps
protect your data not only from device failure, but from threats of the modern online
world. Stay up-to-date with great tips on getting the most out of ChronoSync with this and
other publications from Econ Technologies.
ChronoSync, the multipurpose app for local and cloud backup, bootable clones, and folder
synchronizing, is designed to work on macOS version 10.8 and newer. Full working trial
licenses are available, or purchase ChronoSync for $49.99 (USD). ChronoAgent allows any
Mac to accept direct, secure connections from any ChronoSync Mac or any InterConneX iOS
device so you can access or transfer your data! Full working trial licenses are available,
or purchase ChronoAgent for $14.99. ChronoMonitor is an iPhone app that monitors Macs
running ChronoSync or ChronoAgent. ChronoMonitor is available in the Apple App Store for
$3.99.
ChronoSync 4.7.4:
https://www.econtechnologies.com/chronosync/overview.html
Release Notes:
https://www.econtechnologies.com/chronosync/notes.html
Download Trial:
https://www.econtechnologies.com/downloads/downloads.html
Purchase ChronoSync:
https://www.econtechnologies.com/store/econ-store.php
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Protecting Your Mac From Ransomware:
https://www.econtechnologies.com/chronosync/guide-protect-your-mac-againstransomware.html
Strategy Guides:
https://www.econtechnologies.com/chronosync/guides-strategies.html

Econ Technologies, Inc has been creating Apple(R) software for over 20 years including
ChronoSync(TM) for macOS(R) and ChronoAgent(TM) for macOS(R). The company recently
celebrated its 15th anniversary. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2017 Econ
Technologies. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh and macOS are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks
and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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